The Lion and the Little Red Bird (Paperback)

By Elisa Kleven

Brand New Book. From an author whose work is said to burgeon with joy, here is a gentle mystery about a silent, gallant lion and a sweetly cheerful bird--two friends who are attracted to each other through the universal language of art. Elisa uses watercolor, gouache, ink, colored pencils, pastels, markers, and crayons to collage this charming and colorful tale. Illustrated with mixed-media collages so richly colored and textured that readers will want to feel the pages. --Kirkus Reviews (pointered review) A sweet and captivating book with gorgeous illustrations. Its story line and artwork both have unusual and unexpected qualities that work together to generate a magical, light mood. --School Library Journal (starred review) ABA-CBC Children's Books Mean Business and Kansas State Reading Circle.

Reviews

Complete guideline! Its this type of great read through. it absolutely was written quite perfectly and helpful. I am very happy to explain how this is basically the best book i actually have read through during my personal life and can be he very best book for at any time.
-- Joshua Gerhold PhD

A very awesome book with perfect and lucid reasons. It really is basic but shocks within the 50 percent of the book. Its been designed in an exceptionally easy way and is particularly merely right after i finished reading this ebook where in fact changed me, change the way i think.
-- Meagan Roob
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